
This are actual Scans of the original Service Manual for the Commodore 64, known in Argentina as Drean 
Commodore 64. 

This manual was the Argentine version, in Spanish, of the Commodore Service Manual, released in 
February 1985. 

This is the manual who was used in Argentina for servicing the computers manufactured by Drean San Luis 
SA and for Commodore itself, because both versions coexisted in the market. 

There were a huge number of imported C=64s that were essentially the same machine as  national build 
64's, with video format changes, (machines in Argentina runs on PAL-N format, but imported American 
computers uses NTSC format.). 

 The company Drean Commodore SA was headquartered in San Luis province, and was a major 
manufacturer of home apparatus, like laundry machines, TVs, VHS, air condition units, etc. 

In early 80's they contacted Commodore for a partnership to build their computers in Argentina. 

After negotiations with Jack Tramiel himself, a deal was reached in which Drean would use spare parts and 
failed motherboards from Commodore manufacturing plants to build the Drean's computers. 

Chassis, keyboards, power supply and some other stuff where locally produced in San Luis plant and in 
Buenos Aires plant. 

In the Commodore plants in US, the faulty motherboards where stripped of its chips and where shipped to 
Argentina piled in containers, meanwhile the chips were shipped in another shipment. 

They where brought to the Drean plants and put them together again and repaired, TV format changed to 
PAL-N standard, packed and sold around the country under the Drean Commodore brand. 

The manual you have here, where the actual manual those people used at Drean Factories to repair the 
computers, and where also used by the people of the extensive network of dealers and technical service on 
the "authorized" shops. 

Have fun repairing your Drean Commodore! 

Scans by Francisco Moreno aka PanchoAMD in www.retrocomputacion.com.ar 

Feel free to share this info along with this txt. 

NR: This manual scans, lacks the 6 circuits schematics. Those blueprints where printed in A3 format and 
attached to the manual. 

Where titled: Schematic #326106 sheets 1 and 2, Schematic #251138 sheets 1 and 2, and finally 
Schematic #251469 sheets 1 and 2. 

Those where the blueprints of the entire machine electronic circuit, in correspondence with the 3 main PCB 
versions. 
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